Nam
me:_________
____________
___________
____________
_ Period:_________ Date:___________________________________
1.5 M
Measuring and
d Constructin
ng Angles Inv
vestigation
1. Finnd the measure of the follo
owing angles in degrees ussing a protracttor.
ABC =_________ ABE =___________

F
FBE = _________ FBC = _________

E
EBC = ________ EBD = _________
F
FBD = ________ ABF = __________
_
Puut an “O” nextt to the angless that are
obttuse, an “A” nnext to the anngles that are
acuute.
2. Onn a notecard, construct a triangle by draawing two 1 in
nch line segm
ments meetingg at a 120 deggree. This is ccalled an
isoscceles scalene triangle.
t
Cut it out and usee it to draw th
hree hexagonss below.

w partition the hexagons intto smaller pollygons. One as
a two trapezzoids, one as a rectangle annd two trianglles and one ass
Now
six trriangles.

For eeach of the po
olygons below
w, divide the figure
f
into triaangles by draawing the maxximum numbber of diagonaals from one
verteex. Do not cro
oss the diagon
nals! Then usse the trianglees to figure ouut the sum of the interior anngles for eachh polygon in
degreees and write it on the line provided.

______
________

___________
__
___

_________________

Let’s
L
look for patterns (akaa inductive reaasoning).
Iff a polygon haas n sides (soo for a hexagoon, n = 6), how
w many trianggles can you
partition the po
olygon into thhe way descriibed above?

_____
______________________
What
W is the sum of the interrior angles off a triangle? ___________________

________
______

Wh
hat is the form
mula for findinng the sum off the interior angles for anyy n-sided
pollygon?
___________
___________________

nt for this inv
vestigation thaat we do not cross
c
the diaggonals?
Whyy is it importan

he previous page and find the
t sum of the interior anggles for each oof the smallerr polygons yoou partitioned
Go bback to 2 on th
the hhexagon into. Does the sum
m of the interior angles of the
t smaller poolygons add uup to the sum of the interioor angles of a
hexaggon?

